The ultimate VIP sport and
glamour summer experience
Try to imagine your day as…

Time: 09.00
…your morning
on the snow!

Time: 14.00
…your afternoon
at the see!

Time: 21.00
…your night in
a glamour
place!
…really a stunning day! But how is it possible?

The Luxury On The Snow Team present a unique
program for your next holiday: a concentrate of
winter and summer activities melted in the same
day (or week-end) ending with a sparkling
memorable time surrounded by luxury (splendor)
It is really possible to organize such an amazing
venue due to the convenient and fast helicopter
transfer that in a short time take you from wholeyear snow-capped mountains in Cervinia (Italy) or
Zermatt (Swiss) to the warm, sunny shore in the
Cote d’Azur where you can enjoy yachting, golfing
or even relax and suntun in a stunning nature.
…enjoy your luxury holiday in
some of the most exclusive locations
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BREUIL - CERVINIA
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Activities on the snow
Imagine all what you want to do in a wonderful winter holiday:

heliski

snow test drive

snow trekking

sleddog

and much more! Now…do it.

vip exclusive service

Would you like to ski with the most famous champion skiers?
We can organize for you unforgettable daily activities with the most famous skiers of ever, World
Champions and Olympic Gold Medal winners; you can ski and have nice activities with them (dinners,
parties, training) in a private and reserved atmosphere.
Following, some of the athletes that you can meet:

P. Gros

G. Thoeni

A. Tomba

P. De Chiesa

K. Ghedina

G. Kratter

B. Merlin

D. Ceccarrelli

G. Gros

P. Zurbriggen

…and more!

and also special
snowboard freestyle
with
Giacomo Kratter!

The exclusive service
We are glad to offer our extensive quoted experience in the field, based on our professional team and
partners long term success in winter scoring impossible-to-get reservation, high-end activities, top
luxury lifestyle, just a few things that our private concierge services do for its guests.
You can trust Pangea to seamlessly arrange the most coveted experiences and requests, tailored to
your specific needs, we can .anticipate your requests and make proactive suggestions, we catch the
challenge that make what it seems an impossible dream became reality.
Our top quality service, total flexibility and thoughtful professionalism are the key points to ensure the
ultimate VIP winter experience.
In the winter season, we welcome our guests in Italy and: France (Courchevel, Meribel), Switzerland
(Saint Moriz, Wenghen, Verbier), Austria (Kitzbuhel)
Our hospitality also includes:
-

Accommodation and transfer
Staff incentive
Club, restaurant, resort, privatization
Ski lift and ski run privatization
Yacht charter
Private Jet charter
Bespoke activities creation
Customized gadget analysis and creation
Special sport events organization
VIP parties and meeting
Rates and conditions following to location, options, number of guests, period and disponibility.
Thank you for contacts us in order to ask more details and quotation.
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CEO & Business Development Manager
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E-mail: d.desantis@pangea.mc
Web: www.pangea.mc

